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CHAPTER I

~,.::DUCATION AND DEMOCRACY

The wider meaning ot the word democraoy points to the

flexibility ot conduot, and to a stand rd of value being the

changing product of experience. The test by which these are

judged is the degree ot enriohment of human life to which

they lend themselves. The full development of this viewpoint

ot democracy has been hampered by convention, mores, tradition,

and practioe. It has mad inroads into the status quo only

by pressure generated to sufficient foroe that portions or

particles were absorbed or ass1mila ted tor the purpose of pre·,

venting som.e tangent action such as rebellion 0 revoll,1.t i .on"

This fuller meaning ot democracy transtorma it from a polit

ical concept to the inolusion ot the whole area of lite.

However, there h s been no idespread acceptance of this

conception, and there can be no general acceptaD.oe now exoept

that e reoonstruot our basio philosophy with its ttendant

institutions.

The central task at education then, is to
impart a realizing sense that we st nd at a fork
in the road. This r construction of experience
is something that the individual must do tor
himself •. There must be no indoctrination in
the sense that the outoome is to be prescribed.
A democratic philosophy of educatio rests on
the faith that if the oncoming generation is
given an opportunity to see the basic iss a,
democracy will win. It must win on these terms
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or it cannot win at all. 1

To insure this victory calls for a close interrelation amon

the purposes of the school and the philosophical considerations

or facts of our society. The total school program must folIo

an interwoven pattern designed with these facts in view, and

there must be an allowance for fluidity so that this program

may remain vibrant with the hole field.

chools are social institutions serving the function

of education which is a social process by which a society

preserves its identity and its gains, and seeks improvement

or determination or its destiny. Furthermore, education is

a social process of doing things and growing in knowledge

and understanding. ~ ost societies set up and maintain

schools for the purpose of sustaining themselves. The con

stant study of the direction and progress of society is of

prime importance because the educative program must be 1n-

telligently fitted into the mold of social institutions and

direoted toward the development of social patterns and toward

the reconstruction of the social order to higher levels of

efficiency. Educative faoilities must also be alert to

counteract in a constructive manner the undemocratic 1nflu-

ences found in most communities.

lBoyd H. Bode, How --6 Learn, p. 297, Boston, Mass.:
D. C. Heath and Company, 1940.
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Because of tho innate oharacter of democracy no one

way traffic is decreed. s a result we have operating in

our democracy conflictin theories or philosophies of edu

cation which tend to oom.pete and to confuse. Furtb9r, if one

questions the purpose ot eduoation one elioits a wide diver

sity of opinion and interpretation. Foremost among the pur

poses. however, would be a desire tor the transmission of the

oulture of the society. but oulture patterns vary throughout

the worlu. This transmission of a culture pattern idea of

education is linked with the assumption that strength is the

prt 8 requisit for its insurance. This assumption has re

sulted in theories of racial superiority and in strengthening

the adage that "might makes right"_ Perhaps the most salient

weakness of this idea as furnishing an adequate direction tor

education in our democraoy lies in the tact that our culture

pattern is dynamic, not static, and that it 1s divided within

itself. Thus the many conflicts within our society as exem

plified by the efforts of government to control free enter

prise, the attempts of labor to dictate to capital, and

numerous others, would circumvent the adoption ot our culture

8S furnishing a standard for education.

In order to arrive at 8 standard, then, it is neces

sary to go to the oompeting philosophies ot education and

a amine their offerings. Dualism. or the doctrine that reality

comprises two kinds of existences described 8S mind and



matter, indicates that learning is a process of developing

or training the mind. Selt-development is decreed as the

process ot education to be followed and selt-perfection

beoomes the final standard. Through usage this beoame author

itarian in the classical tradition with the great books con

tem~orary to all ages becoming the basic subject-matter.

Today we have desciples of this philosophy, and one ot the

foremost exponents ot the modern oounterpart of the classical

tradition, as exemplified in The Righer Learning in America,

seems to be R. M. Hutchins of the University of Chicago.2

This borrowing from the past became necessary because

the innate capacity ot an individual may be developed in

either a right or wrong way. However, this proved inadequate

when it resulted in wrong development tendencies occasionally

where certain individuals were forced to grow up in accordance

with standards set by the social order and not in accordance

with standards set by the nature of the individual himself.

The prinoipal weaknesses of education according to the elas i-

cal tradition may be traced to conflicting views as to the

derivation ot standardsj to contradictory views within the

olassic works themselves; and to the methodology which relied

upon indootrination of the predetermined issues.

It is probable that the areas of disagreement coo-

2Robert M. Hutchins, The Higher Learnl~ in America,
pp. 1-119. New Haven, Conn. = Yaie=Unlversity ress , 1936.
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cerning standards of the classical tradition, together with

the occasional wrong development tendencies mentioned above,

resulted in the question being raised that since man is

created in the image or God Why is it necessary to impose

standards from without? To which Rousseau had an answer.

In Emile, a philosophical romance treating of education, he

advocated an unfolding from within process, and maintained

that learning should be in accordance with interests Bnd de

sires, and without coercion or prescription in Bny fashion,

shape, or form. This was oalled education according to nature,

or educational laissez-faire, and the ~progressivefl movement

in education 1s its modern counterpart.

According to this philosophy the removal of social

pressures will guarantee the correct responses, and the child

must be allowed to tollow his natural impulses. Its standard

is derived from nature, which is good. The principal fal

lacies of this theory lay in the assumption that the removal

ot social pressures will automatically insure right develop

ment; in the misconception or the original nature of the

child; and in the discounting of adult experience.

nother philosophy of education is the Christian tra

dition that self-perfeotion in this life be oriented toward

the htreafter. The standard for this orientation is derived

from Revelation, and it is authoritarian in that there can

be no deviation from the revealed truth 0_ the scriptures.
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The acceptance of a moral absolutist standard derived from

revelation or creed would raise problems based both on the

nature of the revelations and on the intensity of t e creed.

An acceptance of this philosophy would also be an endorsement

of indoctrination as the method of teaohing. The philosophy

of the moral absolutes is opposed to Rosseau in the matter

of original sin. It is also opposed to the classical tra

dition that man is the measure of all things, and that the

great works of the ages furnish a standaI~. The most impor

tant standard of the moral absolutes is the Bible.

In order to better understand the fourth philosophy

at eduoation, or educational pragmatism, we must recall that

the wider meaning ot the word demooracy points to the flex

ibility of conduct, and to a standard of value being the

changing product of experience, because the standards of prag

matism are determined from our culture and from our tradition

ot democracy.

In contrast with the traditional stress on
conformity and indoctrination, emphasis falls
on becoming intelligent about the world in which
one lives, and the reconstruction ot experiences •
••• The school itself is regarded as an extension
of the community, or a oommunity in itself, which
is oriented specifically with reference to life
outside the school •••• School is a place where
pupils go, not to accumulate detached info,mation
and skills, but to carryon a way of life.

~arion J. aY,"A Philosophy of Education As Repre
sented in Courses Now Being Offered", compiled by R. Bruce
Raup, Director of the Philosophy of Education Sooiety.
Florida State UniversitYr p. 23. (Mimeographed.)



Inasmuch as education has taken on additional func-

tions in the maintenance and improvement of democracy it is

apropos that these funotions be practised more extensively

in administ ring the social institutions responsible for

this function.

Until the Public School system is organized
in such a way that every teacher has Some regular
and representative way in which he or she can
register judgment upon matters of educational
importance, with the assurance that this judg
ment will somehow affect the sohool system, the·
assertion that the present system is Dot. from
the internal standpoint, democratic seemB to be
justified.4

By becoming an illustration of and laboratory for

democratic liVing the school has an unusual and wonderful op-

portunity to contribute effectively to the larger purposes of

democracy. To initiate and achieve this demooratization of

the educational process is a responsibility of educational

administration. To indoctrinate the principles of democracy

by the method of formal discipline will not suffice. nDamo-

cracy is something you do; not something you talk about. It

is more tha torm t government. or an attitude or opinion.

It is partlcipation. n5 Democracy should begin at home. One

4John Dewey, D~ocracy for the Teaoher, Progressive
Education V. 8, 1931, p. 216. (Reprinted trom the lementary
School Teacher, December, 190).}

5George B. de Huszar, Fractleal A~plloationB of De
mocracy, p. xiii of the Pre;t.aee. New York: Harper and
Brothers, Publishers, 1940.
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reason why problems tod y are bigger higher up is because

they are not dealt with directly and effectively at the first

end seoond level. Too many self-centered individuals create

disintegration. hatever brings individuals together creates

integration, and that is our goal.

For the last one )iundred seventy-five years America

has contributed enormously to the democratic ideal; we should

also insure continuouB contributions in the fut re to this

ideal. At the same time this past period h;;::s been a i~,olden

age for individualistio freedom --- men has aChieved as never

before in his conquest of the forces of nature. On the other

hand, an has also tended to ignore th problems at soclal

relationships. As a result, in this generation we have suttep

ed a host of e".,'ils at which fascism, oommunism, dictatorships,

;;;'.r',d even chaos are but a few examples. Fo';": true happiness. it

it be possible, we should strive to equilibrate the functional

interdependence of the individual and sooial phases of living

in their interacting services.

Democratic administration is a cooperative under-

standing in whioh everyone part cipates to the extent of his

ability through t e interaction process on the belief that

those who must abide by polioies should participate in making

them. By permitting everyone to partioipate in making policies:

it gives the individual a chanoe for continuous growth, Bnd

it not only permits growth of the individual but it allows
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tor the growth of the group as a whole.

It is recognized in democratic administration that

leadership is a function of every individual, and that every

person should be encouraged to exercise his leadership in

aceo dance ith his interests, needs, and abilities. This

does not mean that the administrator necessa~ily turns the

school system over to the teaohers, pupils, and parents to run

it as they please. But if the school is to teach democraoy it

has to ~erIDit it in its administration Bnd encourage it in

its growth. 'fhis democratio leadership has to be developed in

the teachers, pupils) and community adults it they are to

protit fram the competencies with which they should be equipped.

D;"r::ocratic administration means placing the responsi

bility for making decisions that aff€ct the total !-:~nterpI·:;.se

with the group rather than with one or a tew individuals. This

is not confined to instructional policies alone. It should

t:;:.ke J.rl. all phases of administration that have a bearing on

the personnel connected with the school program. . ays must

be found in which these groups may participate in dealing

with personnel and other administrative problems which have

their bearing on instruction.

Teachers, students, and parents may plan tosether

for a better school program in a democratic administration.

Faculty meetings may be arranged and conducted so that the

staff' can participate 1.n them in a democratic way. When a
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problam is brought up the whole group may disc~~.s it as equals.

During the disoussion the leadership will pass from ana member

to tbe other as they have something to contribute. Everyon~

should be encouraged to give his idees on the sUbject, and all

ideas at the gr.oup should be considered in reaching a decision.

In planning the toundation for a demooratic adminis

tration it is desirable that the faculty concerned should Boon

realize in the cold light of experience that its sovereignty

is not a fiction. This realization should result in the cul-

tivation of effective thinking related to the re0oDstruction

ot experiences, and should motivate the participants to taokle

any probl~~s originating within their field.

In order to democratize eduoational administr8~1on

there are five general aspects which should be explored and

adhered to. Briefly these would include defining and under

standin by all concerned of the social responsibilities of

education; developing and recognizing by the group a demqcratic

concept of leadership; the necessity of a democratic form of

organization appropriate to the school involved with groups

having real jobs to perform tor the purpose of making it

funotionalj participating tor the promotion ot growth in the

entire group; and defining the exact role of the teacher. 6

~. Robert Koopman. Alice leI, and Paul J. Misner,
Democracy in School A~lnistration, pp. 7-13, New York:
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1943.
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TO achieve democratic living in the classroom it is logical to

practice democratic living 1n the whole school.

Administration's twin in harness, supervision, has,

through critical evaluation in recent years, become more

:iemocratic. The tendency to emphasize the importance of

self-appraisal has created a new awareness of goals to be

accomplished and has stimulated the giving of expert advice

as to the how and why at decreasing one's liabilities and

increasing one's assets in terms of future performanoes. In

order to produce change in significant areas there must be

an interwoven pattern of thinking and doing proceeding simul

taneously and in olose relationship. In the following quota

tion it is believed that the joint term administrator-super

visor might be substituted for the word systematizer in order

to emphasize the point. "The task at the systematizer is to

test the total ••• existing knowledge about a certain field

of reality and to organize into a system the truths that

stand the test."?

Inasmuch as a basic problem of both administration and

supervision is to secure integration bet een teaching practices

and sound prinoiples of education on which the practices are

based it is important that they both keep abreast of important

7Florian znaniecki. The Social Role of the an of
Knowledge, p. 124. New York: Columbia University Press,
1940.
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developments in the field of education. It may be observed

that teaohing has existed for over two thousand years, bat it

is only during the l~st century that revolutionary ch nges in

the theories, ideals, and methods of the profession have taken

place. This revolution started with the introduction ot the

Herbartian and Pestalozzian theories. "Glul~hi ••• rgued

that a school should develop to the fullest extent ~ll taD

faculties of the child's nature.~8 It has been agitated by

the new psychological theories of James. Thorndike, and Jud~,

and by the philosophieal concepts introduced by John De ey

into eduoational thinking. " pragmatic philosophy and a

psychology of organic unity beld up to the light some of th

short-comings of the juggling of SUbject matter, and led into

the Dewey problem-type of terials. n9 Consequently there

have been developments in special fields which have had the

effect of throwing the

a state of flux.

rld of educational teohnique into

The majority of teachers are vaguely aware of great

ohanges taking place around tbe~,~ but it is difficult to pin

down the philosophical, psychological, and sociological

reasons or background Which account for these changes.

8pestalozzi, Leonard and Gertrude, trs. and abr. by
Eva Channing, p. 118. Boston, Mass.: D. C. Heath and
Company, 1910.

9J • Paul Leonard, Developing the Seconder; Currlculu~l_
p. 3D). New York: Rinehart & Company, Inc.) 194 •
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Administrators and supervisors, as a group, have great oppor-

tun1ty in this field to acquaint themselves ith the faotual

understandings and theories of our educational leaders, and

to relay them to the lower strata of the profession. "In

the light of present data •• ~ the way to better schools seems

to be in the decision of the official leadership to work

wi thin the <.):'oup and the developmen t of practices which imple

ment tn&t cammitment."lO It 1s with the role this group oan

perform in relaying or interpreting to the classroom teacher

two of the least understood ideas SUbstantiating educational

plinciples with hieh Part II of this paper will be ooncerned.

286.
lC1<.imball i1es, Supervision f or Better Se b,ools, __

New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950.



CHAPTER II

THE ROLE OF AD~NISTR TOR AND SUPERVISOR FOR INTERPRETING

THE LEARNING PROCES AND FOR PHILOSOPHICAL ORIENTATION

Beoause of mal-practices tt8re has developed an anti

pathy t ard both administration and supervision as being

undemocratic. The very terms have to many persons the ugly

implications ot manager and overseer thinly disguised in

Latin dress. Such attitudes are partially responsible for

the condition, when it exists, of the coming and going of

administrators or supervisors while the general faculty of

a school tends to remain the same. ithin the next fe

pages is delineated a plan to point the way toward a partial

redirection of their efforts to ensure more rapport among

the administrator-supervisor-teacher group.

It is nwise to set up absolute truths because t

tend to outlive their usefulness. hen they no longer explain

the arid or situations in satisfactory terms they beoome

ambarr ssing. The problem at various aspects of historical

conflicts between science and religion, e.g. the Galileo

controversy. illustrates this premise. But one of the great

problems which besets us today is the persistenoy or tena

oity of former absolutes in regard to method. He who follows

these precepts ill be led into frequent errors of action.

It 1s the duty 01 those in the eduoatlona~ profession to seek
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to know the best truth which exists today in order that we

may make today's deoisions. This seeking may be through oon

taot ith the top educational leaders, with bpoks, with our

own personal experiences. with our friends' personal experi-

eneas, but for the most part from an analysis of contemporary

life, the explanation of its phenomena, the development ot

science, and the philosophy ot human existence.

Of times we may find ourselves involved with so many

varied problems that we have little time to became acquainted

with new truthS, or too little energy left to apply them even

when we do learn. Though we may realize that social insti

tutions are difficult and hard to change still it Is our duty

to pursue trutb In light of the fact that the efficiency of

education demands 8 constant evaluation of existing tech-

niques and concept~. and also in light of the fact of our

social role as men of knowledge.

In the matter of the ooncept of mind, for instance, it

is assumed that a poll of the teachers of our public schools

would indicate a preponderance in agreement with Descartes'

dualism ot mind and matter.

But when all the other ghosts shall have yielded
place to the relationships ••• which their presence
obscured, there will still remain one ghost so fir y
intrenched in countless ays that it will not oome
under general suspicion for many years. And that one
ghost 1s mind. Few today ••• recognize that mind is
••• simply an abstract name for certain concrete,
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desirable relationships.ll

It certainly seems logioal that an adequate concept of mind

would assist the teacher in the performance of the instruc-

tional process. We should. then. become acquainted with the

various evolutionary stages dealing with the problems of mind

and transmit this information to the group with which we work

for our mutual information and profit. There is, for instanoe,

Formal Discipline's idea that our powers or capacities grow

through effort, and that the important idea 1s the ark we put

into the educational material --- not the nature or quality

thereof. John Dewey is opposed to this.

Now it is a commonplace that in the work of the
world many things have to be done the doing of whioh
is not intrinsioally very interesting. However, the
argument that children should be kept doing drudgery
tasks because thereby they ac~uire power to be f!~th
tul to distasteful duties, is wholly fallacious.

Teaohers are interested in determining the best method

of learning and with that goal it is necessary to explore the

problem of learning. Thus, if we have a mind and it has faoul

ties they should be trained; or if the mind 1s a kind at func

tion then other procedures or purposes should be followed.

In the past several theories of mind have been developed, these

llEthel E. Sabin, "Giving Up the Ghost rt • Journal of
Philosophy, V. 17, p. 703, 1920.

12JOhn Dewey, How e Think, p. 218. New York: D. C.
Heath and Company, 1910.



theories in turn affecting and diversifying the pattern or

teaching. SUbsequently developed theories did not displace

their predecessors but tended to compete, Bnd with the result

that teachers have bee bombarded with new ideas, fads, and

sometimes even foolish plans for conducting their ork. One

did not displace the other, but brOUght us to the point of

confusion in teaching practices and techniques today. The

waters have been muddied by conflicts. We shall bave an

easier time defending or introducing new techniques if we first

secure a thorough understanding on the part of teaohers and

certain of t e lay public in the basic foundation underlying

these techniques.

As a reaction to dualism's parallel that learning is

a process of developin or training the mind, and ed cation's

concern with values of the past, certain questions were raised

because discipline, in itself, proved inadequate. Rousseau

asserted that the patterns for improvement were inherent in

the individual mind of the learner, since man was created in

the image of God. He insisted that ohildren should learn in

accordance with their own interests and desires and without co

ercion or rescription of any type. The fal Bey of this

education according to nature idea, however, lay in the s

sumption that the removal of social pressures would autom t

ically ins re right development.
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The progressive movement in education with its emphasis

on growth and development could hav contributed to greater

clarity of thinking had it been able to get its mind off the

indiv dua pupil long enough to reflect on what it was trying

to do. The issue a a choice between Rousseau and classioism,

a choice it refused to openly make. As a result its critics

have capitalized upon this weakness. "With reference to the

question of controlling ideals, however, it has scarcely

achieved sufficient intellectual respectability to be olassed

as a movement at all.,,13

The Herbartian techniques based on the aggregate of

mental exper enees, or mental-states theory of the mind, was

just another program of indoctrination completely dependent

pon the beliefs and prejudices of the teacher. The rise of

behaviorism was the result of a search for a more adequate ex

planation of learnin , and it attempt to explain learning ex

clusively in terms of analysis and the formation of mechanical

habits resulted in misdirected teaching habits. Behaviorism

had its own theory that the mind was a form of matter and mo

tion, but its spatial concept of matter was rudely upset by

Einstein's theory of the relativity of the field and that

matter is non-spatial.

This evolution of physics has made it imperative that
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a ne ooncept of the mind be originated, beoause previous OOD

cepts were correlated with the meohanistic idea of matter pro-

pounded by the classical physicists. "The day of the self-

sufficient, self-oontained atom has passe~, or is passing • •••

The field, and not the atom, is no being regarded as the unit

of action. A change anywhere is a change in the whole fOeld;

it is a manifestation of a process that is as wide as the field

itself. ,,14 It is now argued that matter 1s mass and that mass

is energy, the greater part of which is concentrated in matter.

yet the field surrounding the matter also represents energy

in an incomparably smaller quantity. Hence, by retroactive

reasoning there can be no clear-out distinction separating any

of theBe components, and the only reality emerges as the field.

Tnis brief survey brings us to the present situation

where new concepts of the mind are being theorized and the pro

cess of learning acclimated thereto. Since it see~ to be indi-

cated that a theory or mind must have a oorrelate theory of

matter, and vice versa. we certainly have a broad field for

~nvestigation. and particularly for in-service improvement or

members of the teaching profession. If these matters Of der-

standing the mind, the learning prooess, and the best and most

efficient teaohing techniques deTIaloped from these under-

standings are of importance, t~cn they should be receiVing

14Albert Einstein and Leopold In! ld, The Evolution of
Physics, p. 260. N York: Simon aDd Schuster, 1938.
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more attention on state and looal levels with administrators

and supervisors leading their faculties down the exploratory

paths.

To know mind, in distinction from just havin9qualities-that are "mental", one has to go to th1ngs
that are not mind no mental and to translate
qualities-rliat immediately occur into set of con
nections between events. I )

It is possible that the mind is a function of the en

vironment and incorporates the ower of understandin things in

terms of the use made of them through a double process of

shaping up the outward conditions and smoothly ooordinating the

responses ithin a field operatin as a unit. Learnin involves

a change in the experiential situation hich gives greater con

trol in relation to subsequent behavior. It is, in other

words, a reconstruction of experience, and as such it combines

thinking, skill, information, and appreciation in a single

unitary process. Capable educators can 0 a great srviee

in clarifying to the pro~ession and to the lay public these

basic theoretical foundations of our profession.

~s a generalization, it might be observed, the larger

percentage of teachers ave been so concerned with the details
(

and mechanics of teaching subject matter that they have failed

miserabl to make themselves aware of, or comprehend, the

broader and more important bases, pur oses, and aims of the

l5John Dewey, "Ho~ Is ~ind to be Known?", Journal of
Philosophy, v. 39, p. 34. 1942.
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educational process in its relationship to the culture of the

soc iety in which it operates. "Our type of poli ticrJ.l, 500 ial J

and economio system is on trial in the grim world of the mid

twentieth century.nl6 In short, we wish to equip our ohildren

with those broader understandings which are necessary to be

oome intelligent and active participants in a representative

democraoy. If we accomplish this in full measure it will be

through the administrators' and supervisors' efforts in orient-

ing teaching personnel toward our purpose.

Today our educational leaders are supplying excellent

materials on the aims and philosophy of education, especially

in the pragmatic camp, and it is through this school of thought

that the a1mB end objectives can be more thoroughly realized.

But here we have our most serious conflict. Teachers and schools

may pay lip service to democratic pragmatism, but in reality it

is foreign to their conceptions. They tend to oppose the new

and unfamiliar while at the same time protecting and jealously

guarding the status quo, or educational authoritarianism in the

olassicist sense under whioh they and the parents ot the child

ren now in school feel more comfortable because they have lived

or experienced it. This upsetting element has made it ditfi-

cult for many individuals and even entire faculties to beoome

properly adjusted and to cooperate tower realizing the

l6James B. Conant, Education in a Divided orld, p. 5.
Cambridge, Mass.; Harvard UniversIty Press, 1948.



fuller meaning of a democratic way of lite. "To be succeas-

ful the democratic way of life must be attraotive. The •••

creative participation in activities designed to achieve

socially signifioant values must be provided."l?

e must be dynamic and able to meet ne and challeng

ing and changing oonditions with speed and courage. The tact

that we are living in an unbalanoed era because our t~ebnolog

ieal culture has outgrown our social heritage emphasizes the

necessity of this observation, but we are enoountering the

same obstacles and difficulties placed in the way ot progress

since tiffie began. The philosophy of our schools remains

chained to the basic assumption of our heritage that each

suoceeding generation will live amid and be greatly affected

by the conditions which governed the lives of its fathers.

This heritage of sociological theories, philosophy, political

eoonomy, and educational doctrines has come to us trom a line

of great thinkers and practical examples dating back to the

time 0 Plato. With the dawn or the twentieth century, how

ever, it beoame increasingly questionable that this continuity

of cond tions would be maintained. "We are now living in the

first period of human history tor which this assumption is

false.,,18 Furthermore. our preconceived opinions find it

l?Koopman, Mlel, and Misner, Ope cit. p. 42.

18Alfred N. Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas, p. 117.
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1933.
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extremely difficult to unloosen themselves from their chains

in order to cope with the tangible and intangible changes in

our CL-...:" ture ,

As a comparison H. Benjamin, in his Saber-Tooth Curri-

culum, points out that the philosophy of the paleolithio cul

ture so cleverly conceived end activated by that great thinker

and doer, New-Fist, served admirably to equip the children of

that era with the tools for effective living within their en

vironment. Their main concerns ere fishing and hunting for

food, and protecting themselves against the tigers which ebound-

ed. In view of this sohools were founded and their curricula

consisted naturally of fish-grabbing, horse-clubbi~, and tiger

scaring. With the passage of years and the approach ot a new

ice-age and its attendant changing of conditions and circum-

stances we see an entirely new environment confronting our

paleolithic friends. Melting glaciers muddied the creeks and

rivers to such an extent that they were no longer clear and it

was impossible to see fish swimming around in them. The slow

little horses Bought refuge in a warmer climate and the more

agile antelope appeared. nll the tigers died of pneumonia.

but 8 new danger existed because of the great bears which had

come down from the north. 19 Of oourse we intelligent people

of the twentieth century can realize that we cannot grab a

19Benjamin, H., Saber-Tooth Curr!cuIUffi, PP. 10-40.
New York: MoGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1939.
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fish unless e can first see the fish; or that we cannot scare

a tiger if there 1s no tiger.

Despite these discrepancies between the philosophy

governing the school curricula and their ne environment the

paleolithics encountered great difficulty in adjusting the two

tor the oommon good. The educational authoritarians of that

erst who were probably comparable to the classicists and morel

absolutists of today, would have nothing to do with the demands

of the minority radicals, or pragmatists, that the curricula

be changed to meet the n~1 existing situations. To the

questions the latter raised as to why teach children to sea e

tigers with fire when the tiger were no longer eXistant, or

the neoessity of teaching children to grab fish when the streams

were so muddy no fish could be seen in tham, the former had

appropriate philosophical and convincing answers.

We do not teach fish-grabbing to grab fish; e teaoh
it to develop generalized agility which can never be
developed by mere training •.•• 'e dontt teach tiger
scaring to scare tigers; we teach it tor the purpose
of giving that noble courage which carries over into
all the affairs ot life and which ca~Onever come trom
so base an activity as bear-killing.

Perhaps the issue today cannot be so clearly identified because

the paleol1thics were confronted ith the tangible.

The need today is to equip ou; children with t~ose

ettr1butes hich will make them intelligent and effective

20Ibid., pp. 42-43.
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citizens in a democracy. Yet an abstract word like democracy

has too limited a meaning to teachers and ohildren alike be-

cause they both laak sufficient perceptual experiences to pro

perly understand its full meaning. As previously mentioned

teachers and schools may pay lip service to the democratic ideal

albeit they are t unknowingly mayhapst classicists or moral

absolutists due to their training and heritage. But the great

leaders and thinkers of to ay are becoming increasingly aware

that the effectiveness of education can be greatly increased

if the connection between the underlying philosophy and the

educative process is simple and direct. In order to assure

this oonnection an in-service training program for teachers

is needed. Such program should assist teachers in gaining a

clearer understanding ot the underlying philosophy of democracy,

and what it means for education. It is time to cease our

drifting. "The stakes are large. It is becoming incr asingly

ditficu t to harmonize the ideal of democracy with the pre

suppositions or assumptions which we have inherited from the

past. n21

It is the school's responsibility to create an atmos-

phere in which the tenets of democracy may grow and develop

and to teach boys and girls how to apply them to the manage-

meat of the institutions of our democratic society. The

2lBoyd H. Bode, "Reorientation 1n Eduoation", Univer
9ity of Florida, p. 9. (Mimeo raphed.)
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philosophy of education which governs the school will affect

and vary its work. Beoause of this it is important that the

entire faculty has a uniform perception concerning the purposes

held and the procedures to be followed.

Administrators and supervisors should familiarize

the~elves with the four main headings from which stem the

pragmatic lines of thought. The pragmatic doctrine of truth

is a convergence of those ideas, and holds that practical

results are the sale test of truth, and that truth of any

time is relative to the kno'ledge of the time and precludes

the notion of any rigid, static, or incorrigible truth. It Is

continuously being .mad e and remad e •

The fields of the philosophical foundations of our

educational scheme have many possibilit es for administration

and su~ervision. Capable persons will be able to acquaint

teachers with and keep them abreast of ourrent ideas and the

future developments which cant nually occur in any dynamic

organization. Educational beorles are developing so rapidly

that educational orkers in general cannot keep themselves

informed of the progress. The tide engulfs and sweeps ever

forward with some managing to go alon with it; the majority,

however, are left behind hopelessly floundering among old ideas,

conceptions and techniques. Guidance by experts toward cor

relating the psyohological, sociological, and philosophical



tacts of our culture to the general aims of our educational

system is not only justified, but it is urgently needed. It

i a field rioh in its pos ibilities.



CHAPTER III

AN EAVOR THIN THE FIELD

The alton Elementary School is located in De Funiak

Springs, Florida, and serves not only the children of that

town, but also the children of the surrounding areas. or 8

total student body of approximately seven hundred, forty Fsr

cent are transported pupils and make daily use of the ten

vehicles operated for this purpose. The total faculty, in

cluding the principal, is composed of twenty-three persons.

Of this number there are ten teachers in the primary depart

ment, nine teachers in the intermediate department) one special

class teacher for the slow learning pupils, one physical educa

tion instructor, and one musical director •

. few ords should be said about the existing physical

plant which is composed of one main brick building and four

adjoining wooden buildings, but the fewer words said the

better. or an approximate total at a quarter million dollars

in capital outlay money that this county has received from the

state under our new chool law, it is estimated that the teacher

units in the Walton Elementary School have directly aocounted

tor forty thousand dollars. However, it would be safe to say

that of this forty thousand dollars not one penny has been

used toward the upkeep and improvement of this sohool. On

the other hand, the central steam heatin plant in the main
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building--- at some time in the not too distant past --- as

removed, and pot-bellied stoves were installed in the several

roomS as a substitution therefor. This is not a very desir

able method of heating in this twentieth century and increases

enormously th fire h9zards with which those in r sponsible

positions must, reckon. The main buildin was further vandal

'zed by authorities when the auditorium w~s converted into

classrooms by the erection of thi.n beaverboard partitions. It

is granted that teese classrooms are needed due to the larger

enrollment of pupils resultin fro~ an increased program of

consolidation, but this lack of auditorium facilities nullifies

to a very great extent the desirable type of program that a

successful elementary school should pursue. Furthermore,

these additional classrooms are poorly lighted, poorly venti

lated, and of peculiar shape. The four adjoining wooden

buildings which are part of the physical plant are old struc

tures, consisting of either one or two rooms, and were moved

in from other localities when the consolidation program began.

To sum up the situation the classes are overcrowded and there

is great need for both additional plant space and more teachers.

During the past few years principals of this school

do not seem to have grown in stature, and because of many

diverse circumstances inherent 'in its organization it mayor

may not be the choice local to try to nitiate a democratic

administration. However, democracy in education and in the



administration of educational facilities is a salient need

in our country today, and the arguments in favor of auch an

administration for the Walton Elementary School seem to out

weigh the objections. It is with this idea in mind that

brief review of conditions at the beginning of the term, end

the desirable changes tD be hoped for, is undertaken. The da

ta'ls hieh have characterized the past are discussed in the

left eolu~J and the aims or objeotives are listed in the

opposite, or right, column. It is to be pointed out, also,

that the observations as to the past are believed to be 80-

curate, and that they are not the opinion of one person, but

were arrived at after numerous conversations, interviews, and

discussions with oth6r individuals conversant with the whole

pattern.

he Previous Situation

Political chicanery, ac
cusations, and a general dis
agreeableness characterized
the last administration. As
a result, any individual might
regard this position as a li
ability rath~r than an asset.

For the past few years poli
tical preferenoe has been ap
parent in filling the posi
tion of Principal of the Wal
ton Elementary School. ~S a
result a feeling developed
among certain members of the
faculty thAt they were dis
criminated against and that
favoritism was shown to
others. This condition

The Desired Situation

To create an efficient
administration through demo
cratic processes. Such an
achievement ould be a credit
to the participants responsible
for its development.

~n administration w ieh
provides the opportunity for
all members of the faculty to
participate to the extent of
presenting their viewpoints,
plans, and ideas, and which
also provides the operating
machinery, or facilities. which
will allow those plans of merit
to be tried and evaluated.
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harbored the line and staff
type of administration, and
tended to stiftle initiative
and growth of the total group.

Two thirds, or more, of
the faculty have "connections".
Thus, some have felt more or
less immune to the primary
tasks of their jobs, Bnd have
depended upon the importance
or power politics to a great
er degree than is desirable.

There has been an ap
parent lack of unity or pur
pose of the whole group.
Activities have been more or
less characterized by anta
gonisms and jealousies among
individuals or cliques.

It is not considered apro
pos to belittle "conneotions",
but rather to create or a
waken the sympathetic under
standings toward children in
order that guidance in the
solving of their problems
might follow the pref rred
paths.

A coherent faculty and
student body with an overall
purpose of accomplishment is
preferred. The whole group
(field). and not the indi
vidual (atom), should be re
garded as the unit of action.

From the information contained in the above columns

it would seem that an endeavor toward democratizing the ad

ministration of the Walton Elementary Sohool should have re-

markable potentialities, and that t e foreseeable outcomes

should weigh heavily in attempting to devise the machinery for

its accomplishment. Conse~uently, it was deemed important

that an insight into the attitudes of the members of the fa

culty be obtained in order that a guide for future planning

might be eVOlved. For this purpose a thought provoking and

exploratory questionnaire (Appendix) was prepared and for

warded to the individuals concerned.

The cooperative participation and response to this

Questionnaire was pleasantly surprising in that one hundred

per cent of the accomplished forms were returned to the sender.
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In an attempt to evaluate the information received certain

facts or situations became apparent, and certain areas tor

exploration during the school year were made available for

charting.

The first two items of this questionnaire were based

on an interesting passage in one of the tests used at Florida

State University.

Outside of subject-matter requirements the
newer (elementary school) program demands a
knowledge of children that was not considered
too important a few years ago. Knowledge of
child growth, information about children's
interests, training in how to guide the develop
ment of personalities, and schooling in ways
of furthering the social development of children
are all requisites for the elementary school
teacher. 22

In commenting upon the above quotation there was in

dicated an unanimous agreement among the group that a wide

knowledge of child growth, information about children's in

terests, training in how to gUide their personalities, and a

method of assisting their social development were very neces-

sary in order to carryon a successful program in the elemen-

tary area. In exploring this field further it was found

through self evaluation that 89proximstely twenty-five per cent

of the faculty felt they had an excellent knowledge of child

growth and children's interests, that fifty percent felt they

22Alhert J. uggett and Cecil V. Millard, Growth
and Learning in the Elementari School, pp. v-vi of the Pre
face. Boston, Mass.: D. C. eeth and Company, 19 6.



had only a fair knowledge of these items, and that twenty-five

per cent felt that their knowledge of these areas was poor.

In the field of gUiding the development of personalities it

appeared from the results of the questionnaire that there was

8 feeling of insecurity on the part of the faculty. pproxi-

mately fifty per oent felt that they had a fair knowledge of

those techniques, while fifty per cent felt their training in

this field was poor. The faculty felt more confident in the

ability to further the social development of ch'ldren with

seventy-five per cent believing they had a fair kno led e of

ho . to do this important work. The remaining twenty-five per

cent believed that their training in this field was poor. It

was interesting to note that in neither 0 the last t a 'tems

did any member of the faculty rate b" self as having an excel

lent knowledge or ability in those areas. This, in itself,

pointed a way for in-service improvement and deve opment.

Still another field for study was opened through evelu-

ation of the answers to item three of the ~uestionnaire. This

item asked the degree of need for developing among the mem-

bers of the Walton Elementary Faculty an appreciation of the

facts of our culture and the philosophical bases of education.

for the purpose of helpin to develop desirable attitudes

inasmuch as we ish to equip the children we teach with h

broader understandings needed to become intelligent citizens

of a democracy. No member expressed th feeling that the
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need was small, sixty-five per cent thought the need was

average, but thirty-five per cent thought the need to be

great. Here, then, was another opportunity for group study

and improvement.

As for items concerning administration the faculty

was unanimous in its opinion that democracy in the administra

tion of a particular school cannot be an overnight affair.

On the other hand, ninety-five per cent of the faculty

believed that a serious effort to initiate a democratic ad-

ministration in the alton lementary School would accrue

sufficient values to the.participants to justify the amount

of thought and ork necessary to insure its success. The

other five per oent was not opposed, but qualified approval

with reservatioDs.

The remaining answer~ to the questionnaire were of

such nature as to prevent their being definitely classified

under specific terms, but are individually of importance for

guidanoe, future reference, and general over-all information

in pursuing an objective of democratic administration. It is

not considered expedient to reproduce them in their entirety

in this paper. However, their trend indicated a desire tor

more voice in school affairs, more responsibility in manage-

mant, and more participation generally in the over all oper-

ation of the system. With this favorable atmosphere it was

decided to procede with the experiment.
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During the pre-school conference the staft of the

Walton Elementary School met several times and discussed numer

ous topics for exploration. The topic of "Teacher Center d

Faculty Planning" was selected as the subject of' ediate

interest. It was felt that a knowledge of some technique

for stimulating faculty cooperative effort would be of ital

concern to the group. The problem was to find those qualities

of leadership hieh would permit the faculty to work coopera

tively toward some goal found desirable.

Agreement upon certain common beliefs was reached.

It was decided that the cooperative endeavor of the faculty,

orking together as group, could accomplish more toward the

improvement of he school than has eretofore been accomplished

without such roup aotivity. It as determined that the pre

sent day schools should permit children to learn group activity.

And it was concluded that teachers must experience group

activity in orde to assist children in so ving their problems.

The common problem, then, was to find the means of

awakening the faCUlty to the realization that substantial re

ward will await those ho encourage their pupils to cooperative

endea or. It was realized that the situation in the elemen

tary school emphasizes individual work and that mention of

group activity connotes an added burden placed on teachers'

time. It was deemed necessary that each individual realize

that his or her 0 contribution may be necessary for the



solution of problems which might arise. Efforts were made to

emphasize the facts that only when all members of the group

have taken part in the solution of problems ill school life

return to its normal pleasantness or school results be nor

mally satisfactory.

Also discussed were those individuals ho by nature

have found group activity to be unpleasant. They must not be

allowed to feel neglected or to feel they are not being per-

mitted to share in the group activity. Their ego must be sus

tained until they feel that they can make oontributions to the

group, for their forced or apathetic inclusion in a group

might very easily destroy the effectiveness of the group

activity.

The desirability that chairmen of various committees

be aware of the ambitions and peCUliarities of the members

was pointed out. Their knowledge of these factors should

permit them always to show kindness, tact, understanding, and

consideration to the members. They must know how to encourage

initiative, self relianoe J and self responsibility. Thew must

provide opportunities tor personal satisfaction in jobs well

done and the joy whioh comes from cooperative planning and ac

oomplishment. They must give opportunity for self expression

from each member so that the final result may show the

cooperative endeavor. They must also provide opportunity for

the inclusion ot ideas from those who are not members of the

group.
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Theoretically the results hich may be ex ected from

group aotivity include changes in teacher attitude from in

dividual and sometimes lonely work to membership in a group.

The identification at the se 001 system as a functional whole

instead of a series of parts tied together under the "position

ed" leadership of a principal 1s necessary in a democratic

situation. It as felt that the value of redirecting personal

relationships among teachers should not be minimized. Know

ledge and acceptance of innate qualities, which are possessed

by an individual but ordinarily concealed, are revealed by

the give-end-take of interested discussions. These, it was

thought, could mold the faculty into a concerted whole.

There are many 8YS in which faculty groups may be

formed. eadership toward an awareness that COff~on problems

can best be solved by group stUdy, planning, and action is

one. Another is demonstration by a member through enthusiasm

or personality, new methods, experiments, and results which

awaken a group to stUdy the situation. Likewise, there are

several ways in which a transition to a democratic administra

tion may be made. The vehicle decided upon in this specific

situation was provided by the great need for additional space,

and B scheduled bond election in the county to provide money

tor a program of expansion in school facilities. The staff

was asked partiCUlarly to devise a rogram for the most ef

ficient use of facilities on hand, and to create a set of
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plans tor additional buildings or new structures which it may

be the good fortune of this school to enjoy at some future

date. This particular problem is of such great importance

that all illembers of the faculty are unusually int rested in a

good solution.

This problem has been tackled and much progress has

been made. It is believed that this concerted effort of the

faculty concerned will profit the county administration im

mensely should the program of expansion materialize. Certaln-

ly the administration should give unlimited consideration to

the final recommendations of those having the most cognizance

of the problem.

Leading from this initial project in which all were

interested, the discussions touched on various plans of or-

ganization and interests. inally it was decided to try a

plan of organization which is describe in Koopman, Miel, and

rasner's Democracy in School .rldministration. This particular

plan seleoted provides three basic groups, the primary interests

and activities of one being linked with Community-Relations,

those of another being concerned with Teacher-Affairs, and

the third dealing with Curriculum- ctivities. 23

The chairmen of these three committees, together with

the principal and others of technical ability were to comprise

23Koopman, Uiel, and risner, Q;fl. cit., pp. 80-84.
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a super, or Socialization Committee, designed to review and

build into 8 unified pro r~ the recommendations of the three

basic committees.

It may be too early to make an accurate evaluation of

this project, although the general enthusiasm it has generated

seems to forecast success for the experiment. t the present,

in addition to the building plans on which all members are

working, the Community-Relations committee has been busy with

taking care of the needs of the underprivileged in our school.

Free lunches provided by the school cafeteria have been recom

mended for some, and denied to other applicants. ~ depository

for out-grown clothing has been provided and many items con

tributed which are distributed to those who are in need of

them. General medical care, with speoial needs such as glasses

and some dental work, has been the concern ot this committee.

This project to assist the underprivileged has been cerried on

through cooperation with the State' eltare, State Health, Lions

Club, and Parent-Teacher organizations. This committee is also

involved with long range plans tor such annual functions as

eXhibits, carnivals, and summer activiti for school children.

The Teacher-~ffairs group as been active in e~ploring

end studying the Minimum oundation Program of Florida, hos

pitelization and insurance plans, health practices, and 1n

service improvement. The eport from the Teachers- tfeirs

group have bee most instructive, and have generated more
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interest in the Florida and National Education Associations.

The Curriculum-Affairs group is studying the present

state of our culture and conflicting philosophies of education

in order to later be able to give needed direction in these

impoTtant fie~ds, and to ~ake recommendations ertaining to

the curTiculum in lina with their findin,6 Bnd el1ef~. In

connection with these areas they are also reviewing the philo

sophy of the scbool. Another project in progress is the stUdy

of better methods of reporting to parents on the child's pro

gress and of more efficient methods of record-keeping. Dur

ing the year the committee plans to explore the possibilities

of a core program in the intermediate department for future

use.

In order to create a general plan for coordinating

these activities, and for fficiency, it was decided that each

basic committee should meet separately on the first and second

Tuesdays of the month; that their recommendations be organized

and presented to the ~ocialization Corr~ittee as soon after

the second meeting as possible; that the Socialization Com

mittee should study these recommendations, and meet in formal

session on the third Tuesday of the onth. During this formal

session adoption and rejection of ideas or plans would be de

cided upon. In cases of rejection it was decided to always

return such rejected item to the committee from hlcb it ori

ginated for turther stUdy and improvement tor probable tuture
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use. The general faculty meeting for administration discus

sions, decisions, and professional growth was scheduled for

t~e fourth ~uesday of each month. When necessary, it was

agreed, called meetings of any or all members or the faculty

should be made. This procedure seems to be working smoothly,

and it appears to be a profitable way of doing things.

Growth is dependent upon the kinds of experiences one

has. Since teachers learn by doing, experiences are most

productive of growth if they involve the active participation

of the individual. Thus participation under conditions which

will contribute to the growth of the individual and which

will tend to professionalize the group must be advocated.

This participation should also contribute to the general

improvement of the school program, because group opinion is

better than the opinion of a single individual. The follow

ing paragraph is illustrative of this line of thought.

One ot the most interesting results of participation

in common problems grew out of the discussions which centered

around the planning for production of a musical operetta by

the primary department. decision was reached that it

would be of considerable merit and credit to the school it

such 8 production could be entirely a school affair. Accord

ingly, the musical director volunteered to compose the music

and songs which would be suitable for the occasion. Other

musically talented members of the faculty worked in close



harmony with the direotor to devise a plot and continuity or

the soript. The casting of characters is now in progress,

and pract 06 will soon begin. ~bout seventy costumes are to

be made by the home-making classes in the nearby hi school.

This production is scheduled for presentation in March and it

is hoped that it will warrant the amount of original work

Bnd planning which are a part of it.

lthough this school's experience with democracy in

administration has been brief, yet the reaction of the faculty

members from having their perceptual experiences of democracy

broadened, the resultant high level of interest in recognizing

school and allied problems, and the spontaneity of participa~

tion in the solving of these problems warrant its continuance.

However, not unti the end of the school year when final

recommendations are made, and a surveyor evaluBtion of ac

complishments and professional growth can be more accurately

determined can definite decisions be made concerning the net

warth of this attempt toward a democratic administration.



liPPENDIX

Number-----

Dear Teacher:

As a favor to me will you please read carefully the
following quotations and questions with the purpose in
mind or commenting or answering them after due delibera
tion and studyr? ,Professional pride and a desire to improve
a total situation should overcome any natural inclination
to not be SUfficiently frank in your observations.

It 1s hoped that this information may be used toward
an analysis of a problem, and that it may further be of
help in systematically coping with our common concerns dur
ing the next school term. Although each teacher of the
walton Elementary Faculty is being asked for her opinion,
the information will be treated as oonfidential, and it 1s
not desired that signatures accompany your observations.
Identifying numbers for my own information are being used,
however.

Should it be convenient for a group to 'ork together,
which would be highly desirable, please attach to the group
report the corresponding numbers of the individuals comprising
the group. The numbers are to be found in the upper right
hand corner of the material forwarded. It this can be com
pleted and returned to me within a week or ten days it will
be greatly appreciated.

Thanking you very much for your cooperation , 1 am

Very trUly yours,

J. R. Cawthon



1. Outside of sQbject-matter requirements the newer (elemen
tary sohool) program demands a knowledge of ohi dren that
wae not oonsidered too important a fe Teare ago. Know
ledge of ahild growth, information about chl1dren t e inter
ests. training in how to guide the develop nt of person
alities, and schooling in ways of furthering the sooial
d velopment of chi dren ax all requisites for th 818-
entary Bohool teacher.

En ~dtt, Albert J. and ~llard. Ceoil V•• Growth and
Learnl~n the Xl mentarz Sahool, pp. v-vi of the Preface,
Boston, Jl8.sB.: D. C. Heath and eG pany, 1946.

Agree _ Diaagree _

2. Aside from SUbject-matter pr paration briefly 00 ent on
your evaluation of the alton Elementer~ Faoult~ a8 a
whole as to its capabilities In regards to the four ad
ditional oategories mentioned:

Knowledge of child growth -

Inf rmatlon abo t ehildr n's interests -

Training in how to gUid the development of personalities -

Schooling in ay of furthering the oola development of
children -

3. What is the degree of need to develop among the members of
our faoulty an appreciation of the facta of our Qultnre
and the inclusive bases of eduoation for the purpose of



helping to develop desirable attitudes, espeoially when
it 1s reflected that we wish to equi~ t e ohil en we te h
with th broader nd rstandings and 1 formation needed to
beoome intelligent oitizens in a representative democraoy?
Comment:

4. In a demooratic society, what would
method of fulfIlling or meeting this
improving ourselves in the foregoing
Oomment;

the moat desirable
need. and also of
oategorie ?

5. Until th Fubll0 Sohool syate I organized in suoh a • y
that every teaoher has some regular and representative
way in whioh he or ahe oan register udgement upon mat
ters of eduoational importance, with assuranoe that this
jUdgement ill somehow aff at the sohool system. he
assertion that the present system i not. from the Int r
nal standpoint, demooratio eema to b justified.

Dewey, John, D mooraoy for the Teaoher, Progressive Edue 
tion, • 8, 1931, p. 216. (Reprinted ~rom Ele enta;r
School Teaaher, Deoember. 905.)

Comment:

6. Democraoy 1 something you d ; not something you talk about.
It 1s mor than a form of government. or an attitUde or
opinion. It Is partiolpation.

De Huszar, George B•• Praotical Applioations of Democracy,
p. xiii of the Freface. New York: Harper and Brothers.
Publish re. 1940.

Comment:



7. By becoming an illnstration of and laborator7 for demo
oratio living the school has an nnnsual and wonderful
opportnnity to co~trlbute effectively to th larger
purposes of demoera y.
Comment:

8. To be suocessful the demooratic way ot lIfe must be at
traotive. The continuous self-expression ot all persons
through oreative partioipation in aotivities designe to
aohieve 800ially signifioant values must be provided.

Koopman, G. Robert and others. Democraol in School Ad-
Inistration 9 p. 42. He York: D. Appleton-Oentury

Ooml>any. 194Z.

Of what meaning or value Is th above tatement to a
o 001 faou1 ty?

9. Teaohers as a professional group. charged with i.portant
8001al responsibl1iti s. Should aontinnously stUdy their
own professional problems if th chool Is to function
as a dynamio 800ial agenoy. at does the need for such
study suggest in ~aculty organization?

10. A publio school needs the applioation of intensive group
thinking to the end that its activities y have unity
of purpos. How may th opport 1ty for suoh group
thinking be provided in a faon1ty?

1. Real experienoes must be the basis of the e!ucat1ve pro
oess and, therefore, the totsl environment in whioh



p reans live must be r oognized as the souroe of the mo t
i portant learning experienoes. What are th Implioations
of thIs stat ment as p rtalns to ~aoulty organization?

12. If the solution to the three preceding statements Seems to
be oommittees, how can their aotlvltiee be coordinated?

-13. Democratio organizations oannot be oharted BO sa ily a8
oan traditional meohanisms, and it must be remembered that
oherta are statio repreaentatlone o£ dynamio prooesses.
How Ter, general outlines may be developed whioh 111
stimulate groupe to develop their schemes. With these
faots in mind, what type of organization would you nggeat
to praotioe a democratic administration ithin a sohool
system?
Comment:

14. Do ~ou believe that demooracy in the administration of a
partioular Bohool oan be an overnight affair?

15. Do you believe that a serious effort to initiate a demo
oratic administration in the alton Elementar7 School would
aoorue suffioient values to the partioipantB to justify
the amount of thought and work neoessary to insure its
success?

Note: It additional pace is needed for fOur observations
use the baok of the pages, or attach additional sheets.
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